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Abstract

Smart spaces provide an infrastructure to use a shared view of dynamic resources and context-

aware services within a distributed application. There is, however, no standard scheme for integration

of several independent applications. In this paper we analyze two particular smart space-based

applications: Smart Conference System that assists conferencing process online and SmartScribo

that provides advanced access to the blogosphere. For this reference use case we propose a scheme

of their integration that employs a smart space agent to build an overlay smart space on top of the

origin applications. The scheme is based on an integrated architecture of both applications and on

an ontological model for data synchronization.

Index Terms: Smart Spaces, Smart-M3, Ontology, Smart Conference, Blogging, Intelligent Systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Smart spaces provide an abstract infrastructure for a heterogeneous multi-device system
to use a shared view of dynamic resources and context-aware services [1]. This abstraction
defines a new paradigm of constructing smart applications for ubiquitous computing, i.e.,
when computers seamlessly integrate into human lives and applications provide right services
anywhere and anytime [2]. A multitude of smart systems has been developed during the
last decade. Examples include smart home [3], gaming–wellness–music mashup [4], smart
meetings and conferences [5]–[7], and social networks [8], [9].

Smart-M3 [10] is an open-source information sharing platform that provides smart space
infrastructures for applications. A Smart-M3 application consists of distributed agents (know-
ledge processors, KP) running on various computers, ranging from mobile and embedded
devices up to dedicated servers and high-performance clusters. This paper considers the
problem of integrating several Smart-M3 applications when they enhance own functions based
on composition of their smart spaces. In particular, we focus on two independent systems:
smart conference system (SCS) [7] and smart blogging system (SmartScribo) [9], [11].

SCS intelligently assists complicated conference processes, automating the hazardous work
of conference organizers. It maintains online the visual content available for conference session
participants: a current presentation slide from the conference projector and up-to-date session
program from the conference whiteboard. SCS allows a presenter to change the slides directly
from her/his mobile device. For a session chair, SCS supports automatic time management
functions and some other useful online control.
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SmartScribo provides advanced access to the blogosphere through its shared presentation
as a smart space. SmartScribo users participate in multiple blogs at many blog services using
their (mobile) devices as clients. Blog and some other knowledge of user’s current interest is
kept in the smart space, which is shared with other user’s devices and applications as well as
with other users. In parallel, other bloggers may use traditional clients (e.g., browser-based),
accessing the blogosphere directly. Complex processing, like searching context-relevant blogs
or blogger rankings, is delegated to dedicated machines.

Our reference use case is an extension of the SCS functionality with SmartScribo blogging
features. It supports online discussions of conference events in the before/during/after mode.
Participants typically use mobile devices for clients accessing knowledge in the smart spaces.
The conference smart space keeps all knowledge related to the conference, including its
program. The participants would like to discuss the program, a talk, a slide of a talk, etc.
Authors would like to provide answers and further details based on feedback from other
participants. For this feature we enhance SCS such that there is a post in the conference
blog-service for each talk, forming the conference blog. A post starts a discussion (questions,
opinions, answers from the participants including the authors). In the enhancement, Smart-
Scribo shares blog content from the blog-service into the blogosphere smart space. All blog
discussions become accessible to the conference participants via their SmartScribo clients.
The key problem is coordination between the SCS smart space, the blog service, and the
blogosphere smart space.

The main contribution of the paper is the following.

1) Distributed multi-device multi-agent multi-space architecture for integrating SmartScribo
blogging features into SCS. It supports online discussions between the conference
participants, even if the conference program is changing dynamically. Our solution
employs one of SmartScribo KPs to be a mediator between the smart spaces.

2) Ontological model. First, it defines the structure of content from the two origin smart
spaces. Second, it includes ontology to structure data flows between the spaces.

3) Integration scheme. It defines the generic algorithmic logic of the mediator KP for
information sharing between the smart spaces.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II overviews existing systems that
automate the conference organization processes online. Section III introduces our architecture
for extending SCS with blogging features via integrating SmartScribo into SCS. Section IV
describes our ontological model of the smart spaces used in this integration. Based on the
architecture and the model we propose our integration scheme in Section V. Finally, Section VI
summarizes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Information visualization system on distributed displays1 provides a possibility to control
the displaying information during meetings, conferences and workshops. This system allows
creating different scripts of meetings, managing a lot of audiovisual system modes in real time
and by a pre-arranged scenario, representing numerical data in the business graphic forms.
Information from any source in the system (standard audio-visual equipment, specialized
software, etc.) can be displayed on any screens. System’s software tools can be integrated into
an audio-visual complex, providing new opportunities for automated control of its operation
modes, conditions and functional interaction of all system hardware and applicable software.

1http://www.polymedia.ru/ru/isl/26/
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Also, this system has some disadvantages. It is a stationary system, so meetings can be
conducted only in a pre-designed room. It uses a large amount of expensive audio and video
equipment, and it is difficult for ordinary user to remember and understand all system functions
and features because of many complex services.

Multimedia teleconferencing system2 provides a comprehensive solution for organizing
audio, video and web conferencing, collaborative editing of files, drawing different kinds of
schemes, etc. It has built-in abilities to synchronize recorded audio conferences and web-
conference, and participants can listen discussions and see what data (charts, tables, and
slides) are displayed in the session room. It is possible to integrate other applications, such as
Microsoft Outlook and Lotus Notes. It has a web interface and support for IP-phones. One of
its disadvantages is its strong centralization. All conference materials are stored on the event
organizer’s devices, hence changes cannot be introduced quickly.

Audio conference system3 provides a flexible system for audio conferences with up to
and sixty simultaneous participants. This system can only work with digital PBX ports
having a digital channel ISDN PRI. Software package “Congress” allows managing the
conference from a remote workstation (up to 10 pre-arranged conferences with no more than
60 simultaneous participants per one), handling the conference minutes and prepare reports.
The system automates collecting the conference participants at the appointed time, etc. The
disadvantage is a fixed set of equipment and the inability to connect new devices to the system
without complex pre-setting.

Multimedia conference call system4 focuses on automatic notifications and meeting planning.
At the end, the meeting notes/minutes and resolutions are sent to interested parties. The
main disadvantage is that the meeting is automated only for its secretary. The meeting notes
include: agenda, questions, and reports. The advantage is that meeting minutes are generated
automatically.

AM-conference management system5 is used for support various meetings carried out in
factories, offices or workgroups. The main advantage is the ability of a single mode and
networking mode. The network mode allows using the system for large structures. The
disadvantage is that it is too large and complicated functionality, which requires trainings
for users. Also the system requires having a server with high computing capabilities and
associated software.

The system of virtual meetings6 is a tool for organizing different kinds of virtual meetings
of geographically remote employees. The main advantage of this system is possibility to
keep user information and documents in distributed storage. This makes this system more
reliable and stable for network failures. Ontologies of system services provide interoperability
for software tools and subsystems. This issue makes events more flexible and with low
participation from the human side.

III. ARCHITECTURE AND SCENARIOS

A smart space can be thought as consisting of devices, services, and knowledge. In Smart-
M3, services are implemented as KPs running on the devices. Knowledge is kept in a single
RDF triple storage and is accessible via a semantic information broker (SIB). Those KPs that

2http://www.ot.ru/facilities mss.html
3http://www.t-service.ru/telephony/ats/conf/conf k.html
4http://www.ot.ru/facilities mss.html
5http://www.auto-management.ru/sector/management/management 21.html
6http://www.anbr.ru/page.php?name=sivis&lang=1
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run on end-user devices are capable of interacting with people (users). The orchestrated use
of integrated physical and computing environment is performed via knowledge sharing in the
common smart space.

In this section we describe two Smart-M3 applications of our reference use case: the Smart
Conference System (SCS) [6], [7] and smart blogging (SmartScribo) [9], [11]. We introduce
architecture of their integration, enhancing SCS with blogging features of SmartScribo. Figure 1
states the architectural vision of both applications and their integration. Our focus is on
participating devices and KPs; we shall describe the knowledge structure later in Section IV.

A. Smart Conference

The system uses the Conference Smart Space for keeping its information [6], [7]. The SC
smart space contains information about the conference participants, their profiles, information
about their presentations, conference schedule, and other technical information.

Smart Conference system consists of the following KPs.
User KP 1) displays information about the conference schedule on the user mobile device,

2) allows to control the user presentation, 3) allows viewing information about another
conference participants and their presentations, 4) allows viewing and modifying user profile.
Each conference participant needs to install the KP on his/her mobile device or notebook.

Whiteboard KP 1) displays conference schedule on a conference screen, 2) sends no-
tifications to the presenter when the time of his/her presentation is finishing, 3) cancels
presentation if the presenter is absent, 3) allows the conference chairman to change the order
of participants.

Projector KP displays the current presentation on the conference screen. When the White-
board KP changes the current presentation, the Projector KP displays it on the projector.

Fig. 1. Distributed multi-device multi-agent architecture of SCS and SmartScribo
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It also changes the current slide of the presentation when the User KP changes it in the
Conference Smart Space.

External services can be connected to the Smart Conference system if they have appropriate
KPs. For example, a translation service can be connected to translate information for users
in their native languages.

B. SmartScribo

SmartScribo works in the Blogosphere smart space, which keeps blog discussions interested
for the user at the moment. The smart space reflects only a part of information from the
Blogosphere; the primary storage is on the blog-service side (LiveJournal, Twitter, etc.).
SmartScribo consists of the following KPs.

Blog Processor (BP) is a KP that 1) retrieves blog data available in the blog-service and
publishes them into the blogosphere smart space and 2) discovers new data in the space (from
clients) and sends them to the blog-service. Each blog service requires a dedicated BP. Since
there can be many users, BP should run on a computer with enough capacity.

Blog Client (BC) is a user KP that accesses blog data available in the blogosphere smart
space and visualizes them as a tree-like structure. When the user writes new messages the
KP publishes them in the smart space. Typically BP runs on user’s own mobile computer,
e.g., smartphone or Nokia N900.

Blog Mediator (BM) is a KP that produces “meta-information” for blogging. For instance,
BM can implement a search or recommendation system, finding blog discussions of the most
current interest of the user. The class of corresponding devices depends on the computational
complexity of the BM function; a normal PC seems suitable in many cases.

Note that the content of a blog-service may be changed by applications that are not part
of SmartScribo, e.g., some bloggers access the service directly with Internet browser.

C. Integration

For extending SCS with blogging SCS deploys its own blog-service, e.g., using the Live-
Journal engine. The SC blog-service is a primary storage for all blog discussions related to
each conference.

For each conference SCS builds a separate blog in advance. The blog consists of posts,
one per a talk/paper. In addition, some other posts can be made for other discussion threads,
e.g., for a discussion on the conference organization. In summary, it forms the initial phase
when SCS defines the structure for discussions.

After that the conference moves to the regular online phase. Participants start SCS and
SmartScribo clients on their user devices. The use of SCS is as before. When the user needs
to discuss a conference element she switches to her SmartScribo client.

To connect the conference program and its discussion threads we assign one SmartScribo
BP to be a mediator. This SC-BP keeps tracks of the SC program in the SC smart space.
Whenever a new element is appearing or an update is happening SC-BP reflects it in the
blog-service. This connection is unidirectional; SC-BP reads data from SCS and transforms
the program into the blog structure. To diminish improper intervention from external users to
the conference blog-service, any post (or comment) that is a part of the structure is published
on behalf of SCS (an abstract user with admin rights). All other users, even they access the
service directly, may not modify the structure.

The connection between the SC blog-service and the smart space is implemented as it is in
SmartScribo. There is a BP that processes corresponding data flows. This functionality can be
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Fig. 2. Ontology of knowledge in the conference smart space

integrated into SC-BP, making the latter the center in the Y-network of SCS, SC blog-service,
and SmartScribo. In contrast to the “SCS → blog-service” the connection “blog-service ↔
SmartScribo” is bidirectional. Our current design assumes a common blog account for all
participants, in addition to the SC admin account.

The architectural and algorithmic details of SC-BP will be considered in Section V. Note
that our solution allows two separate KPs to implement the above two connections. We leave
this topic for our future analysis.

IV. ONTOLOGY

This section starts with description of the base ontologies inherited from our two origin
applications. Although all knowledge is stored in a common RDF triple storage, SCS and
SmartScribo use own independent ontologies. Moreover, the knowledge sets are separated
on the application level, i.e., the sets of RDF triples are disjoint. Cooperation needs sharing
certain knowledge, and we suggest overlay ontology on top of the base ones to server as
a bridge for knowledge exchange. Its core is notification ontology for synchronization of
changes happening on both sides.

A. Conference smart space

Conference smart space (Figure 2) consists of three main parts: user information manager,
event manager, and projector manager. User information manager deals with user profile,
displays presenter’s video and slide thumbnail, monitors time intervals of the conference,
and displays conference schedule. User Profile consists of user information and presentation
related information. User information includes: name, photo, e-mail, contact phone, topics of
interests, and preferred language.
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Fig. 3. Structure of blogger’s personal smart space in SmartScribo

Presentation related information includes: name of presentation, keywords, and its URI,
which will be used for transferring the presentation into the projector at the scheduled time.
Also, the presentation information has a section related to video, which can be displayed
during the presentation from the projector and in mobile devices (via user information mana-
gers). Projector manager generates thumbnail of current slide, which is displayed on mobile
devices. Event manager displays the conference schedule and manages time interval. Confe-
rence schedule is created based on user profile.

B. Personal smart spaces for blogging

In general case, the Blogosphere smart space is composed of many personal smart spaces
of bloggers [11]. Since our current design uses a common blog account for every blogger we
deal with an easier case. At the highest level the knowledge in every personal space is divided
into the three related subspaces: user profile, context, and blog data (Figure 3). More details
can be found in [11]. In this paper we consider only particularities needed in our reference
use case of SC blogging.

Profile describes permanent or long-term data about user (name, age, e-mail, interests, etc.).
Such data are not blog-specific and can be described with FOAF standard ontology and its
extensions. Since we use the only account for every SC participant the profile records contain
aggregate information for an abstract participant.

Blog data include service information and actually blog discussions. In the general case,
service information is accounts on all blog-services. The SC case needs the only account.
Profile is linked with blog data using the FOAF concept “person have account”.

The SC blog consists of many discussions, in accordance with the structure defined by
SCS. As in the general case, each discussion is a tree rooted with a post. SC participants add
comments to the post or to already existing comments. Each author signs her message inside
the body text or leaves the message anonymous.

Context represents current and mutable characteristics related to a person (current location,
weather, music track, person’s mood, etc.). In the SC case, the context corresponds to an
abstract participant, hence describing certain context of the whole conference.
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Fig. 4. Overlay ontology used by a blog processor

C. Notification model overlay ontology

Notifications initiate KP to execute some actions or to inform KP about execution result.
A notification is implemented as a triple or set of them, and KPs may subscribe to the triples.
Whenever such a triple is changed the KP is notified. In the SC case, SC-BP operates with
two sets of notifications: the first one is for requests from SCS and the second one is for
updates from either SmartScribo or the SC blog-service.

The following scheme supports proactive service discovery based on the notification model.
When one KP (initiator) needs to service from another KP (responder) the former updates the
notification triples. Due to subscription mechanism the initiator KP activates the service and
then publishes the result in the smart space. Since the initiator KP is subscribed to the triples
that contain the expected result, this KP queries the data whenever they are published by the
servant KP. Both KP know the set of possible services, expected results, and corresponding
triples in advance.

Blogging notifications are divided into the following groups: accounts, posts, and comments.
An account notification requests SC-BP to perform some operations using account login
and password, e.g., BP logins into the blog-service on behalf of the blog client. It can be
represented as a triple “ServiceType—Operation—AccountInfo”, where the object defines a
type of the blog service (Live Journal, Twitter, WordPress, etc.), the predicate is the operation
to perform (login, refresh, etc.), and subject is an individual that contains account information.
Posts and comment notifications are similar with operations send, receive, update, and delete.

The overlay ontology is composed from triples of two source ontologies as shown in
Figure 4. There is one-to-one relation between Post class from SmartScribo and TimeSlot class
from Smart Conference. We add the property ’describe’ to link these classes. The meaning
of this link is that there exists the only blog post for each time slot. This post contains
information about a report that has been planned for that time.

V. KP-BASED INTEGRATION

Figure 5 shows the basic scheme that a SC blog processor follows to coordinate in the
integration. The blog processor performs the following actions:
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Fig. 5. Data flows of a Smart Conference Blog Processor

• loading information about the conference schedule from the conference smart space;
• adding comments and new posts (report topics) into the blogosphere smart space;
• interacting with the conference blog service (LiveJournal) to keep posts and comment

up to date;
• emitting (add/delete) notification records.

Blog processor is implemented in Qt (C++ interface) and contains three main components:
LiveJournalHandler, SmartSpaceHandler and Synchronizer. LiveJournalHandler interacts with
LiveJournal service by HTTP and flat protocols. It implements authorization and receiving/sen-
ding posts and comments. SmartSpaceHandler interacts with SIB to access the smart spaces of
Smart Conference and blogosphere. Synchronizer is responsible for synchronization between
the blog service and SIB.

Figures 6 and 7 provides our behavioral model of synchronization the data flows.
Post synchronization is initiated by receiving refreshPosts notification. Accordingly, the

blog processor loads reports (time slot, author, topic and so on) from the SIB and converts
the information into internal structures (in blog service format). The next step is coherence
checking and adding absent topics. Synchronization of the blog service and SmartScribo is
similar. When the operations have been completed, the blog processor creates refreshPosts
notification.

Similarly, refreshComments notification is used for comment synchronization. In this pro-
cess, the blog processor loads comments from the blogosphere smart space and from the Blog
Service. Then BP adds absent pieces of data. Finally, BP writes refreshComments notification.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we proposed a solution consisting of three key elements: 1) architecture of
the integration, 2) ontological model, 3) integration scheme. In total it defines a method that
allows constructing an integration of independent smart applications. Based on the reference
use case elaborated in this paper, the method is easily generalized to a class of integrations with
many smart applications. Information sharing between their smart spaces is coordinated via a
dedicated KP that applies an integration ontology on top of the ontologies from participating
smart spaces.
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Fig. 6. Synchronizing posts for the Smart Conference blog
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